NQT Leadership
Programme
Overview
This programme will provide NQTs with a
wider understanding of the changing
educational landscape and an opportunity
to explore different leadership pathways.
NQTs will also engage in subject specific
input each term, delivered by an
outstanding practitioner. In developing a
wider understanding of the current
education context, and through working
with inspirational educators, NQTs will
develop both their subject knowledge and
leadership skills.
As part of the programme, NQTs will carry
out a leadership project linked to their
school development plan. Bespoke school
visits, based on Leadership Project themes,
will be arranged with an opportunity to
observe an outstanding practitioner of
your subject.
In addition, the programme will:
1. Build confidence;
2. Improve self-awareness and
encourage reflective practice;
3. Empower teachers;
4. Support NQTs to be creative,
passionate and resilient educators;
5. Provide a network of support.

Programme
Dates

6 sessions from 11 October
- 3 July, plus two subject
specific half days

Location
Sessions will be hosted by
EborHope alliance schools,
based in York

Cost
£220 Alliance school / £300
Non-alliance school

Audience
The programme is aimed at
NQTs

The programme has increased my confidence in
many areas. I have particularly enjoyed being given
the opportunity to connect with other NQTs and also
exploring leadership options for the future.

Session structure
1.

Vision, values and motivation. Exploring your own leadership

2.

Monday 19 November, 16:30 - 18:00

Thursday 11 October, 16:30 - 18:00

System reform and the national agenda

3.

Evidence Based Research

4.

Toxic Leadership and Leadership for wellbeing

5.

Exploring Leadership Pathways and career planning

6.

Celebration event – sharing Leadership Project outcomes

Thursday 17 January, 16:30 - 18:00

Wednesday 27 March, 16:30 - 18:00

Monday 24 June, 16:30 - 18:00

Wednesday 3 July, 16:30 - 18:00

Subject specific sessions will take place in the Autumn and Spring terms. These will consist
of two half-days with an SLE. Dates to be confirmed at the start of the programme.

This is a fantastic and
inspiring course.
I would recommend it
to any new teachers.

Application details
Please email us to register your interest
and request an application form.

admin@eborhope-tsa.org

